
KEYNOTE, WORKSHOP OR 
EXTENDED HALF-DAY PROGRAM
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A WONDER EXPERIENCE 
WITH PETER MERRETT

WONDER
LEADING WITH



BECOME AN EMPLOYER OF CHOICE THROUGH THE
SUPERPOWER OF HUMAN-SPIRITED LEADERSHIP

Welcome to a revitalising and thought-provoking wonder experience, with
international best-practice examples of becoming a role model leader. Savour
inspiring methods to embrace the modern workplace and become known as an
employer of choice. Recharge your senses to lead an adored culture with
humility, appreciation and recognition.

   Enjoy discovering how to:
           Positively uplift your culture through the craftsmanship of care. 

           Attract and retain employees with human-spirited leadership.

           Become an employer of choice with best-practice authenticity.

Other goodies for your inspiration
Everyone will leave with a new set of wings, feeling refreshed and inspired
having also learnt the secrets to:

           The backstage magic performed by luxury hotel leaders.
           Lead memorable meetings, performance reviews and onboarding. 
           Inspire best-in-class customer service through the habit of gratitude.

Leading with Wonder is an ideal stand alone event keynote, workshop, or can
be customized as an extended half-day program. All highly tailored to your
timings, requirements and specific outcomes.

Director ConocoPhillips
MICHAEL FRANKLIN

Such a heart-
warming message.

My all-time favourite
session over 10 years
attending the SHFM

conference. 
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PROGRAM DESIGN 
AND DELIVERY STYLE

Peter's programs are immersive,
refreshing and emotionally
connecting. His top focus is to ensure
his audience has an impactful and
memorable experience that lives on
way past the event day.

LOVE
Every program is a work of love and
heart. Performed with playful and
engaging interaction. To provide
renewed focus, connection, and
inspiration. 

CONNECTION
From a boardroom of ten to an
auditorium of several thousand, Peter
creates a welcoming, inviting and
intimate campfire environment.

MEANING
A distinct difference with his delivery,
he never talks ‘to’ only ‘with’ his
audience. Peter uses props and other
visual effects, to create a visual and
highly engaging experience.
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